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Abstract
Despite that over half the energy emitted by the universe falls in the sub-millimetre wave-
length region, and the fact that sub-millimetre astronomy enables the study of star forma-
tion, it remains an unexplored field. This is due to the low transmittance of the atmosphere
and the complexity of the instrumentation. However, recent advances in technology have
resulted in instruments that can explore this waveband. One such instrument, FTS-2, is
a Fourier transform spectrometer that has been developed for use with a new bolometric
camera SCUBA-2. FTS-2 will provide wide field imaging spectroscopy at sub-millimetre
wavelengths.
This thesis presents the current performance of FTS-2 based on the results obtained
from commissioning. As with the application with any new technology, unforeseen issues
emerged. The thesis identifies several issues and introduces potential solutions. Although
limited astronomical data were obtained, spectra of Venus have been analysed, and provide
an indication of the potential of FTS-2.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Sub-millimetre astronomy
Light is radiant energy with measurable properties composed of photons, whose energy
is quantized. It has brightness and colour (as seen by human eyes), where the brightness
is an indicator of the number of photons, and the colour is a measure of the energy of the
photon. The energy of a photon is inversely proportional to its wavelength, as they are
related by the Planck-Einstein relation which is represented by (French & Taylor, 1979)
E =
hc
λ
, (J) (1.1)
where E denotes the energy, h denotes Planck’s constant, c the speed of light and λ denotes
wavelength. The values for all physical constants used in this thesis are given in Appendix
A. Human eyes are able to detect photons with wavelengths from about 390 nm to 700 nm
(Starr et al., 2010), a range that is called the visible spectrum. In this region, red photons
have the lowest energy and violet photons have the highest. Outside of the visible range,
the electromagnetic spectrum extends from very low energy photons in the radio range to
the high energy gamma rays, Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of the electromagnetic
spectrum.
When we use instruments to look outside the visible range, we explore different physical
conditions of the astronomical sources under investigation. For example when we view the
universe in the X-ray range we see emission from such things as active galactic nuclei,
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Figure 1.1: The properties of the electromagnetic spectrum (MicroWorlds).
accretion discs around black holes and other high energetic sources. On the other hand,
long wavelength observations probe obscured structures in the universe, such as cold dark
molecular clouds, from which short wavelength cannot emerge due to Rayleigh scattering.
Sub-millimetre observations contain a wealth of information, which can be used to
study low temperature regions in the universe, where stars are typically formed. By analysing
sub-millimetre observations of molecular clouds and dark cloud cores, one can determine
their atomic and chemical abundances and also study cooling mechanisms in these regions.
Sub-millimetre observations can also be used to study high red shift objects, due to the fact
that the expansion of the universe results in light emitted at shorter wavelength in the rest
frame appearing as longer wavelength in the observation frame.
Sub-millimetre astronomy is one of the last frontiers in astronomy. This is due to the
fact that observing in the sub-millimetre wavelengths range (from 200 µm to 1000 µm) is
challenging, not only because the transmission of the earth atmosphere is generally low, as
shown in Figure 1.2, but also the low energies of the photons in this spectral range. This
leads to the necessity of cooling the detectors to cryogenic temperatures, which introduces
additional complexities. Figure 1.3 shows the transmission of the atmosphere of Earth
under three different conditions.
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Figure 1.2: The atmosphere transmission versus the wavelength of the electromagnetic
radiation, and the locations generally used to observe in different wavelengths (Wikimedia).
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Figure 1.3: Models of the transmission of the atmosphere of Earth under three different con-
ditions as computed using the BTRAM (Chapman, Naylor, Gom, Querel & Davis-Imhof,
Chapman et al.). The two bands of SCUBA-2 the 450 µm and 850 µm are shown in blue
and red, respectively. (A): excellent observing condition (PWV = 0.5 mm), (B): average
observing condition (PWV = 1 mm), (C): poor observing conditions (PWV is 1.82 mm).
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The low atmospheric transmission at sub-millimetre wavelengths is primarily due to
absorption by atmospheric water vapour. Observations in this region are therefore carried
out from high altitude mountains or from space where PWV is as low as possible. Sub-
millimetre astronomy can be categorized into three categories, according to the location
from which the observations are performed;
1. Ground-based observations
Observing in the sub-millimetre range from the ground is performed from a small
number of places, which are dry and have high altitudes, in order to overcome the
limited transmission of the atmosphere. Such places are shown in Figure 1.4, and
their cumulated PWV from 2008 to 2010 is shown in Figure 1.5. They include:
Figure 1.4: The ground and near space places, which are suitable to perform observations
in the sub-millimetre bands (Tremblin et al., 2012).
• The Llano de Chajnantor Observatory on the Atacama Plateau (Chile) hosts the
Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX), which is the largest sub-millimetre
telescope in the southern hemisphere with a primary reflector of 12 m (Gu¨sten
et al., 2006), and the Atacama Large Millimetre Array (ALMA), which consists
of 50, 12 m antennas (Turner, 2006).
5
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Figure 1.5: The PWV of the different places, that are suitable for performing observations
in the sub-millimetre band (Tremblin et al., 2012).
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• Mauna Kea (Hawaii) hosts the JCMT which is the largest sub-millimetre tele-
scope with a 15 m primary mirror (Economou et al., 2006). The JCMT will be
discussed in more detail in the next section.
• Mauna Kea also hosts the California Sub-millimetre Observatory (CSO) which
is a 10.4 m diameter telescope (Murdin, 2000).
• The South Pole hosts the Antarctic Sub-millimetre Telescope and Remote Ob-
servatory (AST/RO), a 1.7 m diameter telescope that operates at wavelengths
between 200 µm and 2000 µm (Stark et al., 2001).
2. Near space observations
In this case, the telescope is deployed at a high altitude from 18 km to 37 km using
aircraft and balloons, respectively. Unlike ground based telescopes, which can be
made very large, near space telescopes are relatively small. Examples of telescopes
that perform sub-millimetre observations from near space are;
• The Balloon-borne Large Aperture Sub-millimetre Telescope (BLAST). It has a
2 m primary mirror and operates at 250 µm, 350 µm and 500 µm (Pascale et al.,
2008).
• The Stratospheric Observatory for Infra-red Astronomy (SOFIA) is a 2.7 m di-
ameter reflecting telescope on an aircraft, and operates at wavelengths from
0.3 µm to 1.6 mm (Young et al., 2012).
3. Space observations
In this case, the telescope is launched into space to completely escape the opaqueness
of the atmosphere of Earth. for practical reasons the size of primary mirrors for space
telescopes are generally much smaller, being similar to the near space and airborne
counterparts. Examples for the sub-millimetre space telescopes in space are:
7
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• The Sub-millimetre Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS), which is in a low Earth
orbit and was launched in 1998. The size of its primary mirror is 54× 68 cm,
with two heterodyne receivers operating at frequencies of 487 GHz, 492 GHz,
557 GHz, 551 GHz and 548 GHz (Melnick et al., 2000).
• The Herschel space observatory occupied with the largest primary mirror launched
into space to date. It has a 3.5 m primary mirror, and operates in a spectral range
from 55 µm to 671 µm. The Herschel Space Observatory is in a Lissajous or-
bit around the second Lagrangian point of the Earth-Sun system (Pilbratt et al.,
2010).
1.2 The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope
Figure 1.6: A picture of the JCMT in Mauna Kea, Hawaii (from the the Joint Astronomy
Centre JAC).
The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope named in honour of mathematical physicist James
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Clerk Maxwell (1831 1879), who gave us a fundamental understanding of electricity and
magnetism. The JCMT is located atop Mauna Kea, Hawaii at an altitude of 4092 m; its
15 m primary mirror provides a spatial resolution of 7.5′′ for the 450 µm band, and 14′′ for
the 850 µm band (Johnstone & Bally, 1999). The JCMT was initially funded by a several
countries, the United Kingdom, Canada and the Netherlands. The JCMT is operated by the
Joint Astronomy Centre (JAC). Two kinds of observations are conducted by the JCMT:
• Heterodyne spectral line detection is made possible by the Heterodyne Array Re-
ceiver Programme (HARP). It has 16 pixels, and operates at frequency range from
325 GHz to 375 GHz. It performs narrow-band high spectral resolution observations
(up to 1.9 GHz of bandwidth with a resolution of 0.977 MHz) (Smith et al., 2008). Its
primary objective is searching for emission lines from molecular and atomic species.
The spectral line observations can be used to identify the atomic and molecular abun-
dances, identifying particular elements in molecular clouds, and studying the veloci-
ties gradient across astronomical objects using Doppler effect.
• Broad band continuum observations made by the SCUBA-2, whose primary objective
is to probe continuum emission. The continuum observations are used in the study
of star formation, the evolution of galaxies and dust emission associated with planet
forming solar systems, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
1.3 Sub-millimetre Common-User Bolometer Array-2
SCUBA-2 is an innovative camera designed to work on the JCMT and replace its prede-
cessor, the highly successful sub-millimetre camera, SCUBA, which was operational from
1996 to 2005 (Holland et al., 1998). The main scientific goals behind designing SCUBA
and SCUBA-2 are to carry out large-scale surveys of the sub-millimeter sky, and high res-
olution imaging of selected regions observable from location of the JCMT (Holland et al.,
2003).
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SCUBA had 128 detectors, individually constructed semi-conductor bolometers, di-
vided into two wavelength arrays (bolometers will be discussed in more details in Section
1.4) with 91 bolometers in the short-wavelength array (SW), and 37 bolometers in the long-
wavelength array (LW). The SW array was optimized for the 450 µm band, and the LW
array was optimized for the 450 µm band (Holland et al., 1999). SCUBA bolometers were
cooled to a temperature of 100 mK, and employed semi-conductor thermometers to mea-
sure small temperature changes (Holland et al., 1996).
SCUBA-2 consists of super conducting transition edge sensors operating at 450 µm
and 850 µm, which can be fabricated in large format, such that SCUBA-2 has large ar-
rays (10240 bolometers covering both bands 450 µm and 850 µm, which enables it to per-
form wide field observations). Table 1.1 compares the NEP, time constants and number of
bolometers for SCUBA and SCUBA-2.
Table 1.1: The properties of SCUBA and SCUBA-2, which show the increase in number of
bolometers, sensitivity and faster response from SCUBA to SCUBA-2. The NEP and time
constant are from (Rogalski, 2010)
Instrument The Noise Equivalent PowerNEP (W Hz−1/2)
Time constant
(ms) Number of Bolometers Comments
SCUBA 1.5×10−16 6 128 Semiconductor bolometers
SCUBA-2 7×10−17 1−2 10240 Superconducting bolometers
SCUBA-2 was designed to exploit the large field of view provided by the JCMT (43′×43′)
(Dempsey et al., 2012). The larger sub-arrays of the new TES bolometers, their lower op-
erating temperature and the requirement to cool the final imaging mirror of 1.2 m diameter
to 4 K, resulted in a significantly larger cryostat, 2.3 m high, 1.7 m wide and 2.1 m long
(Holland et al., 2013).
The cryostat is made of a series of sub-systems, which consists of (from the outside to
the inside of the cryostat) vacuum vessel, insulating blanket, radiation shield operating at
60 K, and a main optics box, which houses the cold re-imaging mirrors (three cold mirrors
are operating at 4 K) and the 1 K box. coated with a high magnetic permeability material
to eliminate magnetic fields. The cryostat also houses the two focal plane units that contain
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the cold electronics and the arrays of the superconducting transition edge sensors, which
are cooled to less than 100 mK. The optics box and the radiation shield are cooled by a pair
of pulse tube coolers (Holland et al., 2006).
While SCUBA-2 produces photometric images at two wavelength bands, two additional
instruments were proposed to extend the capabilities of SCUBA-2, so that it can perform
polarimetric imaging and spectroscopic imaging. The polarimetric imaging is performed
using POL-2, manufactured at the University of Montreal (Bastien et al., 2011), and the
spectroscopic imaging is performed using FTS-2, manufactured by the Astronomy Instru-
mentation Group (AIG) at the University of Lethbridge. This thesis presents results from
the early phase commissioning of FTS-2.
1.4 Bolometer
A bolometer is a device that measures the power of incident electromagnetic radiation.
The word ’bolometer’ comes from the Greek word (bole¯) which means ray of light, and the
English word (meter). A bolometer measures the power of the incident light by first absorb-
ing the incident light, which raises the temperature of the bolometer. A schematic of the
bolometer is shown in Figure 1.7. It consists of an absorptive element whose temperature
changes with the amount of incident light, attached to a thermometer. Once calibrated the
absorbed power can be determined from measuring the change in temperature.
The change in temperature of the thermometer can be measured indirectly by measur-
ing the change in resistance, as the resistance of an element is related to its temperature.
Historically, semi-conductors have been used as thermometers, where the temperature de-
pendence of semiconductor resistance for cryogenic temperatures is given by
R= R0
(
T
T0
)−4
, (Ω) (1.2)
where R0 is the resistance at reference temperature T0, and R is the resistance at temperature
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Figure 1.7: A diagram showing the basic components of a bolometer (the absorptive el-
ement, the thermal link and the thermal reservoir) the light is absorbed in the absorptive
element, which can be measured by a thermometer attached to the absorptive element.
T (Rogalski, 2010).
Nowadays many bolometers use superconductors as absorptive elements providing greater
sensitivity. This is made possible because the change in temperature has a greater effect
on the resistance of superconductors than semiconductors, enabling the detection of small
changes in temperature. Furthermore, unlike semiconductors, superconductor bolometers
can be mass-produced, and be used in the manufacturing of large bolometers arrays.
Since the Johnson noise, which is the electronic noise generated by thermal agitation,
is given by
Vn =
√
4kBTRB, (VHz−1/2) (1.3)
where kB denotes Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, R is the resistance and B is
the bandwidth (Engelberg, 2006). Thus in order to achieve the sensitivity required for sub-
millimetre observations, bolometers must be cooled down to a fraction of a degree above
absolute zero, typically from 300 mK to 50 mK and having a low impedance is preferred.
SCUBA-2 bolometers are cooled down to less than 100 mK. Since SCUBA-2 is the first
12
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in the breed of a new type of detector, which exploits large arrays (32×40 bolometers) of
superconductor bolometers, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
1.5 Transition Edge Sensor (TES)
A superconductor bolometer is a type of bolometer called TES, which exploits the
temperature-resistance relation of the superconducting transition, see Figure 1.8.
Figure 1.8: The relation between the temperature and the resistance for superconductors
(Abazajian et al., 2013).
The sensitivity of TESs can be up to two orders of magnitude better than that for the
semiconductor bolometer (Irwin & Hilton, 2005a). The TES sensitivity is due to the nar-
row width of the transition shown in Figure 1.8, such that a temperature change of about
0.02 mK can give a change in resistance of 20 mΩ (Irwin & Hilton, 2005a). The change in
temperature is related to the change in resistance by:
α =
1
R
dR
dT
, (K−1) (1.4)
where α is the temperature coefficient of resistance, R (Jones, 2010). As seen in Figure 1.8
superconductors exhibit a large positive dRdT at the superconducting transition. Absorption
of light leads to small change in temperature, which leads to an increase in the resistance.
Since the TES is voltage biased by driving a current source Ibias through a load resistor RL,
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the increase in resistance will decrease the Joule power since
P=
V 2
R
. (W) (1.5)
The decrease in Joule heating will drive the device back to its original temperature. This
is known as negative electro-thermal feedback as the change in Joule heating opposes the
change in temperature. Also the increase in resistance will decrease the current, which can
be measured indirectly through the change in the magnetic field that it produces.
Although the potential of the measurement of superconducting transition was first demon-
strated in the 1940s (Andrews et al., 1942), the TESs were seldom used as detectors due to
the challenge associated with operating them within the narrow superconductivity transi-
tion region. In addition to the difficulty of reading out the change in the resistance or in the
current, because the TESs generally have low resistance, a few mΩ, standard operational
amplifier based readout electronics cannot be used (Irwin & Hilton, 2005b).
Figure 1.9: A TES schematic showing the pairing between TES as a bolometer coupled with
a SQUID used to read out the TES signal indirectly through the change in the magnetic field
caused by the change in the current (Wikipedia).
In order to read out the signal from the low impedance detector a SQUID is used to
measure the change in magnetic field resulting from the change in the detector current, see
14
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Figure 1.9. The TES is operated in series with the input coil which is inductively coupled
to a SQUID, so a change in TES current manifests as a change in the input flux read by the
SQUID, which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
1.6 Superconducting Quantum Interface Device (SQUID)
SQUIDs rely on the quantization of magnetic flux, which is the fact that the flux going
through the loop of superconducting material can only take on discrete values, where the
fundamental flux quantum is given by:
Φ0 =
h
2e
' 2×10−15, (Wb) (1.6)
where h is the Planck constant, e is the electron charge and the factor of 2 is accounting for
the fact that electrons travel in pairs (Cooper, 1956).
If there is a superconducting loop in the presence of an increasing external flux Φ, a
current is induced in the loop (because of superconductivity the current will continue to
flow till the flux changes). The current then induces a flux inside the loop, which serves
to digitize the total flux to the nearest quanta. In this way the overall flux always jumps in
discrete steps of Φ0 from one flux level to the higher, as shown in Figure 1.10 (d).
Thus by monitoring the number of times it makes discrete jumps one can measure the
flux quanta, while the fractions can be measured by monitoring the current (because it
is induced by the fraction of flux), this serves to make it possible to measure precisely
external magnetic field that is induced in the inductive coil of the TES circuit, leading to
the measurement of the incident light on the bolometer.
Since the relation between the applied flux and the output voltage is sinusoidal, see
Figure 1.10 (B) and Figure 1.11 (because the current keeps increasing with the increase of
the external magnetic field till it reaches a certain value then it flips, making its absolute
value decreases with the increasing magnetic field), the output response is not related except
15
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Figure 1.10: In the presence of an increasing external flux Φ, as shown (a), the current
induced in the loop and it increases with the external magnetic field till it flips and start
again (b), the induced flux inside the loop (c) that serves to digitize the total flux to the
nearest quanta (d) (Clarke, 1993).
Figure 1.11: The sinusoidal relation between the flux and the output voltage (Wikimedia),
which takes such a relation because of the modulations of the absolute values of the current
as shown in Figure 1.10 (B).
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for the fractions of quanta. To resolve this problem, and to monitor the number of flux
quanta, so that it is possible to precisely measure the magnetic flux, the SQUID is usually
operated (at constant flux) in a Flux-Locked Loop (FLL), where a feedback loop generates
a flux on SQUID that is equal and opposite to the external magnetic flux. Each time the
range of SQUID is exceeded, the feedback is reset to zero and a flux quantum are counted
together with a fraction of a flux quantum, using a FLL also linearises the output signal.
Flux jumps typically occur when the rate of flux change is too large, where the FLL
loses its lock and then recovers at a different quantum level miscounting the number of flux
quanta (Foley et al., 2004). Changing (increasing) the voltage bias in the TES decreases
the number of flux jumps in the data, because the responsivity of the TES (the rate of flux
change in SQUIDs) is simply the inverse of the bias voltage (Lee et al., 1996).
In the context of signal recorded by interferometer, any abrupt changes in the recorded
signal, upon Fourier transform lead to spectral artefacts in the reconstructed spectrum as
will be discussed in the next chapter. Therefore, flux jumps are of particular concern to
a Fourier transform spectrometer. Methods for their identification and mitigation are dis-
cussed in Section 2.4.
1.7 Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS-2)
A Fourier transform spectrometer was designed by the AIG at the University of Leth-
bridge in a Mach-Zehnder configuration, see Figure 1.12. FTS-2 fills a niche between the
SCUBA-2 continuum images and the higher spectral resolution with limited size images
obtained by HARP. The FTS-2 can gather information about planets in the solar system,
and it can operate as a galactic spectrometer, mapping spectral index of molecular clouds
in nearby galaxies, and distant galaxies. FTS-2 should provide a spectral resolution of
0.1 cm−1 to 0.006 cm−1, which can be used to gather information about (Gom & Naylor,
2004):
• Interstellar medium, where FTS-2 will provide spectral line mapping.
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• Planetary atmospheres, where FTS-2 can provide a continuum from which the tem-
perature can be retrieved, and spectral lines from which the elements abundances can
be mapped.
Figure 1.12: A diagram showing the Mach-Zehnder configuration (Naylor et al., 2013).
The beams are split by the input beam-splitter, then directed to the moving mirror, where
a difference in the optical path length is shown in the two beams by a translation of the
moving mirror. Finally the beams are recombined by the output beam-splitter.
Since FTS-2 was designed in a Mach-Zehnder configuration, it provides access to both
input ports and both output ports, which in principal enables for atmospheric cancellation.
This is because each observation is a differential measurement of the two input ports, where
an input port points at the astronomical source and sky, while the other is only observing
the sky emission alone. Thus because the background is common in both ports, by taking
differential measurement the background is cancelled out in real time.
FTS-2, like SCUBA-2, operates simultaneously at two bands, 450 µm and 850 µm.
However, unlike SCUBA-2, limitations in the size of the optics of FTS-2 dictated that FTS-
2 is only able to use half of the arrays. Figures 1.13 and 1.14 show the bolometers arrays
18
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Table 1.2: The interferogram orientations in output ports for the 850 µm, which depend on
the input ports
Output port C Output port D
Input port C Upright Inverted
Input port D Inverted Upright
for the 450 µm and 850 µm bands, respectively. Thus FTS-2 is only using two sub-arrays
Figure 1.13: image of the SCUBA-2 footprint with the four sub-arrays of the 450 µm band
labelled, where the dead bolometers are shown in white. FTS-2 only uses the two sub-arrays
s4a and s4b (from the Joint Astronomy Centre JAC).
in each band not all four, a and b for the 450 µm band, and c and d for the 850 µm band,
Figure 1.15 shows the relations between the output ports. In the ideal case the interferogram
obtained in C will be identical to that in D but inverted, Table 1.2 shows the orientation of
the spectrum for the 850 µm band.
Since it was the first time a TES array had been used inconjuction with Fourier transform
spectrometer, it did not come as a surprise that several issues emerged during the commis-
sioning of FTS-2. This thesis is concerned with early commissioning results obtained using
FTS-2 at the JCMT. Therefore, we had to understand the new issues that have risen from
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Figure 1.14: image of the SCUBA-2 footprint with the four sub-arrays of the 850 µm band
labelled, where the dead bolometers are shown in white. FTS-2 only uses the two sub-arrays
s8c and s8d (from the Joint Astronomy Centre JAC).
Figure 1.15: A diagram showing the relations between the output ports of FTS-2, where
ports A and B share the 450 µm band, ports C and D share the 850 µm band.
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using the first superconducting detector array with a Fourier transform spectrometer. Chap-
ter 2 discusses the challenges of the correct interpretation of the data received, Chapter 3
discusses the integrated spectral response function of the whole system, and finally Chapter
4 discusses early astronomical observation using FTS-2, and demonstrated the sensitivity
that is achieved by observation of Venus. The Venusian spectra has been used to determine
the ozone column abundance in the Earth’s atmosphere, and for the first time, determined
the CO absorption line in Venus with a Fourier transform spectrometer.
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Chapter 2
Data Processing Challenges
2.1 Overview
As noted previously, this was the first time that a superconductor detector array has been
used in conjunction with a Fourier transform spectrometer. The preliminary study showed
that while some bolometers behave as expected, others had artefacts that were latter shown
to be associated with flux jumps and cosmic rays. Finally dead bolometers usually entire
rows or columns, due to the multiplex schema for the detector readout were present. The
most important of these artefacts identified in the data is the presence of flux jumps.
A triage approach was used to identify three classes: those in which the bolometers
were well behaved, those that were beyond repair, and those that exhibited several artefacts,
which impacted the scientific use, but ones that could be corrected. The triage was based
on, first identifying the bolometers with recoverable artefacts, and second to mitigate them,
so that they are adequate for the scientific use.
Since even the signal from individual bolometers vary from one scan to another, algo-
rithms were developed to eliminate certain bolometer scans having peculiar features such as
low signal-to-noise ratio, non-linearity and instability from further processing. This chapter
discusses how to overcome the most important issues, which are the identification and cor-
rection of flux jumps discussed in Section 2.4, and the correction of cosmic rays discussed
in Section 2.3. But before discussing the correction algorithms Section 2.2 introduces a
test, which has been developed in order to investigate the relation between the input signal
and the readout of the detectors, in particular to determine whether the relation is linear, a
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necessary step in Fourier analysis .
2.2 Data calibration
2.2.1 Non-linearity
A non-linear relation between the input signal and the bolometer readout can signifi-
cantly impact the retrieval of accurate spectral fluxes, the effect is manifested as a series of
non-physical harmonic features in the spectrum. As discussed in the first chapter, SCUBA-
2 contains TES bolometers, which are linear devices when operated at the centre of their
transition, but become non-linear when driven to the edges of the transition by large modu-
lations in the measured signal, such that the negative electro-thermal feedback can not catch
up with the input signal, see Figure 1.8. This is particularly problematic when using FTS-2,
where its large modulation can drive the TES to the edges of the transition. Therefore this
section investigates whether the bolometers are driven non-linear using FTS-2. The spec-
trum can be obtained from the interferogram, which is the measured signal produced using
FTS-2, as
B(σ) =
∫ Lmax
−Lmax
I(x)e−2piiσx dx, (W(cm−1)−1) (2.1)
where I is the power on the detector as a function of the optical path difference, x, Lmax
is the maximum of the optical path difference (OPD), and B is the spectral power as a
function of wavenumber, σ . Since the Fourier transform is a linear operator, it is essential
for the detector readout signal to be linearly related to the input signal. If this is not the
case, the effect is manifested as a series of non-physical spectral features that effectively
steal power from the fundamental band. Thus when the detector response is non-linear, the
spectrum can be expressed as
S(σ) = α ′+β ′B(σ)+ γ ′[B(σ)∗B(σ)]+δ ′[B(σ)∗B(σ)∗B(σ)] (2.2)
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The third and fourth terms on the right hand side of Equation (2.2) are responsible for
the non-physical spectral features in the harmonic bands, which effectively decreases the
intensity in the fundamental band and introduce the harmonic bands, however the energy
lost to the harmonics is not conserved. It is important to know that in this transform the
energy is not conserved. That is to say the energy in the harmonic bands is much less than
would be present in the fundamental, see Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
Table 2.1: Properties of the non-physical spectral features
Coefficient Width Location
β ′ (fundamental band) σw σo
γ ′ 2σw 0 and 2σo
δ ′ 3σw σo and 3σo
Figure 2.1: The locations of the coefficients of the non-linear response described in Equa-
tion 2.2 (Jones, 2010).
In order to calibrate the SCUBA-2 bolometers, the temperature of a heater internal to the
SCUBA-2 cryostat is increased and the output signal is recorded to provide a calibration,
this allows one to obtain the responsivity Volts per Watt. Thus before every observation a
calibration scan is taken, where a known signal from an internal heater is generated, and an
output signal is obtained from each detector, such that a relation can be established between
the input signal and the readout, see Figure 2.3. The relation between the input power (pW)
and the detector signal (V) can be investigated by fitting different degrees of polynomials to
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Figure 2.2: A spectrum obtained with FTS-2 showing non linearity features, observation
s8c20130813 00080 bolometer (25,29).
Figure 2.3: The calibration ramps of observation 20130907 007 bolomter (20, 20), super-
imposed with an interferogram.
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each ramp, as shown in Figure 2.4. The amount of non-linearity can be determined to study
the goodness of fit as a function of increasing order of polynomial, and by a comparing the
values of reduced Chi-squared of each fit; the fit that gives reduced Chi-squared with the
lowest order can be chosen.
Figure 2.4: Shows the first and second degree polynomial fit to the first calibration ramp of
observation (s8c20130907 0007) bolometer (20, 20); the insert shows a magnified region.
It is clear that there is no significant difference and the bolometer exhibited a linear response
This calibration step is necessary to convert measured voltage units to detected power.
When facing with spectra like the one showed in Figure 2.2, it was speculated that non-
linearity can be of an important effect. Thus it was decided to study which degree of
polynomial gave the lower reduced Chi-squared.
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Figure 2.5: The calibration ramps of observation (s8c20130907 0007) bolometer (18, 23),
where each ramp is identified from one another, taking a different colour, so a polynomial
can be fitted to each one later on. The interferogram of the same bolometer is superimposed,
with two horizontal dotted lines specifying the power range of analysis.
2.2.2 Calibration procedure
A typical calibration sequence is shown in Figure 2.5, where the heater temperature was
increased and decreased through several cycles. The first step was to chop the ramps of each
of the cycles, and then to fit polynomials with different degrees to each ramp. In order to
get the best fidelity, fitting different degrees of polynomial was restricted to a range around
the interferogram, as shown in Figure 2.5. Since in most cases the flux jumps are outside
the interferogram power range, the fitting of the ramps was restricted to the power range of
the interferogram. Figure 2.4 shows the first and second degrees of polynomials fitted to the
first calibration ramp within the interferogram power range. Finally a statistical assessment
is established as shown in Table 2.2, in which by comparing the values of Chi-squared, it
shows which fit is better.
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Table 2.2: A comparison of the first and second degree fits of the calibration ramps, ob-
servation (s8c20130907 002) bolometer (10, 27). The low values of reduced Chi-squared
show that they were good fits.
First degree Second degree
The equation ax+b ax2+bx+ c
Mean (a) −8.569×104 −23.763
Mean (b) 1.486×109 7.528×105
Mean (c) N/A −5.912×109
Mean (Chi-squared) 4.43×10−2 4.445×10−2
Standard deviation (a) 371.913 16.455
Standard deviation (b) 6.571×106 5.807×105
Standard deviation (c) N/A 5.124×109
Standard deviation (Chi-squared) 8.714×10−3 8.707×10−3
2.2.3 Results
Using the the procedure described above, and from the comparison of fitting different
degrees of polynomials to the ramps of bolometer (10, 27) observation (s8c20130907 002),
shown Figures 2.3 and 2.4, it was found that the difference between the fits is small, as
shown in Table 2.2.
The analysis showed that including higher order terms in the non-linear fit did not lead
to a significant improvement, as seen in Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4, and the relation between
the input signal and the readout of the detector was found to be linear in the majority of
cases. It is clear that, what is sometimes regarded as non-linearity features (Figure 2.4)
in the spectrum, or as non-linearity relation in the interferogram shown in Figure 2.6, is
not just a simple non-linear relation between the input power and the measured signal, but
rather a flux jump (which will be discussed in more details in Section 2.4) near the ZPD
region with an accompanying non-linearity region, which is extending into the ZPD region.
This explains why it masquerades as an apparent non-linearity in the spectral domain, as
the interferogram shown in Figure 2.6 gave the spectrum shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.6: A raw interferogram with a flux jump in the ZPD region exhibiting as non-
linearity, Observation (s8c20130813 00080) bolomter (25, 29).
2.2.4 Data calibration challenges
Fitting polynomials to essentially linear ramps (after identifying each one) is straightfor-
ward. However, it is sometimes complicated by the presence of flux jumps in the calibration
ramps themselves that cannot be corrected, because the number of data points available in
the ramps is not sufficient to correct for flux jumps. Nonetheless, since those flux jumps are
not always in the interferogram range. Thus the ramps can be trimmed to a range around the
interfergram values, this range is determined as ±20% beyond the range of the normalized
ZPD signal. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show examples of flux jumps occurring outside and inside
the interferogram signal range, respectively. The analysis for Figure 2.7 is limited to the
signal range of interferogram, on the other hand for bolometers like that showed in Figure
2.8, where a flux jump occurs within the interferogram range, further analysis is precluded.
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Figure 2.7: The calibration ramps with a flux jump outside the range of interfero-
gram signal, where the analysis is limited to the interferogram range. Observation
s8c20130907 0007 bolometer (26, 22).
Figure 2.8: The calibration ramps with a flux jump inside the range of the interferogram
signal precluding further analysis. Observation s8c20130907 0007 bolometer (20, 27).
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2.3 Cosmic rays
2.3.1 Introduction
Cosmic rays are ionized nuclei (about 90% protons, 9% alpha particles and 1% heavier
nuclei) with high energies (Gaisser, 1990). They are believed to emanate from outside our
solar system, from sources such as supernovae and active galactic nuclei. The counting
rate of cosmic rays is proportional to the altitude, Figure 2.9 shows the relation between
the counting rate of cosmic rays and the altitude (Nave, 2012). They are also capable of
producing showers of secondary particles, upon entering the Earth atmosphere causing what
is called secondary cosmic ray shower. Since the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope is at an
altitude of 4092 m (Johnstone, 2013), correction for cosmic rays is an important step to be
taken into consideration for the correct interpretation of data.
Figure 2.9: The relation between the counting rate of cosmic rays and the altitude (Nave,
2012).
Since cosmic rays can only deposit energy, they can only increase the temperature of
the bolometer, artefacts caused by cosmic rays appear as spikes that are sudden increase in
the signal, which then gradually fade away to the normal values. The gradual fading (the
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decay time) depends on the time constant of the detector, as it needs some time to recover
from the sudden signal increase.
Figure 2.10: An interferogram with a cosmic ray at about 26.2 cm, observation
(s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (10, 27).
2.3.2 Procedure
The purpose of this IDL procedure is to correct the interferogram by removing artefacts
caused by cosmic rays, and recovering the normal values of the interferogram for these
points. Like the flux jump correction procedure, the goal of this correction procedure is to
identify and remove the noise component introduced by the cosmic ray. The IDL procedure
can be introduced in steps as follows:
1. Obtain the derivative of the interferogram, as shown in Figure 2.11.
2. Identifying the spikes in the derivative, whose values are ten times the mean of the
derivative. The threshold was chosen to be ten, so that any outlier point is not mis-
takenly regarded as a cosmic ray. Also after studying many bolometers it was found
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Figure 2.11: The derivative of the cosmic ray region in the interferogram. The sudden
change in the interferogram caused by a cosmic ray is clearly shown at about 26 cm.
that the spike in the derivative, which is caused by a cosmic ray (as shown in Figure
2.11) is always larger than this threshold.
3. Regenerate the indices within each spike.
4. Replace the values at the indices (identified in step 3) by the mean value of small
number of points around each cosmic ray point. The number of points is set to be 15,
because the signal decays to the normal values after three points. Hence by setting
the number of points to 15, we are certain to take points from both sides before and
after the cosmic ray into the mean.
2.3.3 Results
Although this procedure was written to correct the cosmic rays, it also corrects the
instabilities in the readout of the detector in the interferogram, which sometimes accompany
the flux jumps. Figure 2.12 (top) shows an interferogram before the correction (where at
about −35 cm there is an instability region in a flux jump and at about 26 cm there is a
cosmic ray) overplotted by the interferogram after correction. Figure 2.12 (bottom left) is
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a magnified region showing the instability in the neighbourhood of a flux jump, while the
figure at bottom right is a magnification of the cosmic ray region.
2.3.4 The challenges of cosmic rays correction
There are no significant issues with cosmic rays correction procedure. However, its
ability to detect cosmic rays is limited to the regions outside the ZPD region, because of
large dynamic range and modulated signal in the ZPD region. Also it might unintentionally
correct some points around the cosmic rays which do not need to be corrected. This is
insignificant because these points are too few in number, compared to those in the high
resolution interferograms
2.4 Flux jumps
2.4.1 Introduction
The theory that underlies flux jumps has been presented in Section 1.6, here we discuss
the impact of flux jumps on the data and how they can be identified and mitigated. The
flux jumps are the most important challenge, because they lead to spectral artefacts in the
Fourier transformed spectrum, as shown in Figure 2.13, which limit the information that
can be extracted from the spectrum obtained with FTS-2. A statistical analysis (introduced
in more detail in Chapter 3) of the first commission data indicated that, about 32 % of the
bolometers exhibit flux jumps, with the majority of them located toward the centre of the
field of view. A typical flux jump, as shown in Figure 2.13 (left), appears as a disconti-
nuity in the interferogram accompanied with what seems to be a non-linearity region, this
comes from the fact that the detectors consist of superconducting quantum interface de-
vices (SQUIDs), as discussed in Chapter 1, where the SQUID is functioning in a FLL. The
flux jump appears when the FLL loses its lock, due to high rate of change in the magnetic
field from the TES, and relocks in a different quantize step, so the readout switch from one
quantum state to another, shown as a discontinuity in the interferogram.Figure 2.13 (left)
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Figure 2.12: The figure in the top shows the interferogram before (black) and after cosmic
rays correction (blue), where at about −35 cm there is an instability region in a flux jump,
and at about 26 cm there is a cosmic ray. The figure in the bottom left is a zoom in on the
flux jump instability region, and the figure in the bottom right is a magnified region showing
the instability in the neighbourhood of a flux jump, while the figure at bottom right is a
magnification of the cosmic ray region. Observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (10,
27)
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shows an interferogram with a flux jump.
Figure 2.13: The interferogram with flux jumps at about −35 cm and 30 cm on the left.
The obtained spectrum before correcting the flux jumps in the interferogram on the right.
Observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (10,27).
An IDL code was written to first identify the presence of flux jumps and then pick the
interferograms with flux jumps, then mitigate the flux jumps and the accompanying non-
linearity regions, using the information immediately before and after the flux jump.
2.4.2 Procedure
The procedure of flux jumps correction consist basically of two operations. First the
detection of flux jumps, and second mitigating flux jumps.
Identification of flux jumps
Given their frequency, a robust and automatic flux jump detecting algorithm was re-
quired, where it is capable of interrogating every interferogram, and look in every bolometer
for the presence of flux jumps. This algorithm is required to work in a way that it neither
misses a flux jump, nor takes too long to process the 1280 bolometer interferograms for
every sub-array and for every scan obtained with FTS-2. Since the identification of flux
jumps was based on a differential method, it cannot be used in the ZPD region. In fact it is
very difficult to identify a flux jump within the ZPD region, because of the high modulation
that occurs in this region. Thus, we obtain the derivative of the interferogram outside the
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ZPD region (from −5 cm to 5 cm), as shown in Figure 2.14, in which any spike (greater
than ten times the mean of the derivative) is obtained as flux jumps in this region of the
interferogram.
Figure 2.14: The derivative of the interferogram obtained from the first step, where the flux
jumps appear as spikes.
Mitigating flux jumps
The second half of the procedure of flux jumps correction is to be able to fix as many flux
jumps as possible, such that the interferogram after the correction process is of sufficient
quality to allow scientific analysis. Flux jumps themselves are easy to identify, however,
near the flux jump the response becomes non-linear, so not only the flux jump needs to be
corrected but also the non-linearity region accompanying it. This part can be summarized
in the following steps;
1. Identifying the regions (before flux jump, the non-linearity, and after the non-linearity
region), where the length of every one of them is 6% of the total number of points
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of the interferogram. The 6% was chosen for three reasons; First, in case of the high
resolution interferograms each region will be about 1200 points, which from a study
of many bolometers; it was shown that in most cases the non-linearity region is about
1200 points. Second, since the flux jumps occur at different OPD values, it was a
reasonable trade off to be able to correct as many flux jumps as possible.
Figure 2.15: The different identified regions (before flux jump, the non-linearity, and after
the non-linearity region) of the interferogram, observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer
(10, 27). The regions that need to be corrected are the non-linearity region in blue, and the
flux jump in black.
2. Fit a second degree polynomial to each region, as follows:
b(x) = b3x2+b2x+b1
n f (x) = n3x2+n2x+n1
a(x) = a3x2+a2x+a1,
(2.3)
where a, n f and b are the second degree fits (as functions of, x, the OPD) for the
regions (Figure 2.15) before non-linearity (purple), non-linearity (blue), and after
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non-linearity region (red), respectively. Figure 2.16 shows the different identified
regions, and their fitted polynomials.
Figure 2.16: The different identified regions of the interferogram and the fits to each region,
observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (10, 27). The legend shows the region of the
raw interferogram (nonlinear in blue) and the fitted polynomials (b, a and n f in magenta,
cyan and orange, respectively), which will be used in Equation 2.4.
3. Generate weighting factors z and y for the points that are to be corrected. The values
of the weighting factors are fractions from 0 to 1, depending on the proximity of the
point to each of regions, where z and y correspond to the fitted curves before b and
after a the flux jump, respectively. For example in Figure 2.16, at the closest point
in the non-linearity region to the region after flux jump, the values of the weighting
factors are z = 0 and y = 1, while at at the midpoint of the non-linearity region, the
values of the weighting factors are z= y= 0.5.
4. Correct the flux jumps by using the equation,
Corrected =
((z×b)+(y×a))×nonlinear
n f
, (W) (2.4)
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where b, a and n f are the second degree polynomial fits for the regions before flux
jumps, after flux jumps and the non-linearity, respectively, z and y are the weighting
factors, and nonlinear is the raw non-linearity region.
5. Repeat the procedure for every flux jump in the interferogram, Figure shows the
correction of the second flux jump in the same interferogram in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.17: The different identified regions of the interferogram and the fits to each region
around the second flux jump, observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (10, 27). The
legend shows the region of the raw interferogram (nonlinear in blue) and the fitted poly-
nomials (b, a and n f in magenta, cyan and orange, respectively), which will be used in
Equation 2.4.
6. Reconstruct the interferogram with the corrected flux jump regions.
2.4.3 Results
Figure 2.18 shows the interferogram before and after the corrections. Flux jumps cor-
rection algorithm made a significant improvement to the spectra, as shown in Figures 2.19
and 2.13. It is clear that the spectrum before the correction process cannot be used, while
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the spectrum after correction resembles a typical FTS-2 spectrum, as shown in Figure 2.19,
and the presence of the line of molecular oxygen at 12.292 cm−1 can be seen.
Figure 2.18: The raw interferogram in blue and the corrected one superimposed in green,
and it is obvious that the correction procedure succeeded in retrieving the interferogram.
2.4.4 Challenges to the flux jump correction
Although the algorithm used to correct the flux jumps generally improved the data qual-
ity, and was written to be as flexible as possible, there were some challenges limiting its
performance, putting constraints on its ability to succeed in all the cases. Figure 2.20 shows
different cases of interferograms exhibiting flux jumps.
The challenges and constraints are mentioned as the following;
• The non-linearity region length is set to a number of points (six percent of the total
number of points), which although it was found to give the optimum results for most
cases, it might not be the best option for a given case.
• If the non-linearity region is too close to the ZPD region it cannot be corrected, be-
cause there are not enough points to be used for correction outside the ZPD region,
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Figure 2.19: The spectrum after correcting the flux jumps in the interferogram (red), super-
imposed by the spectrum before the correction procedure (black), the atmosphric transmis-
sion obtained from BTRAM (blue), and a typical spectrum obtained with FTS-2 (green).
The retrieved spectrum resembles the typical spectra obtained using FTS-2, and the pres-
ence of the line of molecular oxygen at 12.29178 cm−1 can be seen.
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Figure 2.20: Different types of interferograms from observation (s8c20131119 00081),
where (a) in green is a very good interferogram obtained from bolometer (11, 24), (b)
is the interferogram from bolometer(24, 26) having flux jumps at about −50 cm and 50 cm
that can be corrected. On the other hand (c) in black and (d) in red are examples of those
interferograms that cannot be corrected because, in (c) there are more than two flux jumps
in the interferogram bolometer (24, 32), while (d) is an interferogram with flux jumps and
non-linearity in the ZPD region bolometer (17, 27).
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as seen in the interferogram in red in Figure 2.20.
• If the non-linearity region is too close to the edge of the interferogram, the flux jump
will be trimmed (not corrected), as shown in Figure 2.21.
Figure 2.21: An interferogram with more than flux jump two flux jumps but the interfero-
gram can be trimmed to certain range from−80 cm to 80 cm, then the flux jumps at−50 cm
and 50 cm can be corrected, observation (s8c20131119 00081) bolometer (13, 19).
• If there is more than one jump in each half of the interferogram, the interferogram
cannot be corrected, because the regions around each flux jump are not reliable as
they also need correction, as seen in the interferogram in black in Figure 2.20.
2.5 Conclusions
A number of procedures were written to overcome the issues found in analysing the
FTS-2 data from the commissioning runs. First we investigated how the input signal is
related to readout and it was shown to be linear. Second the procedures for identification
and where possible mitigation of flux jumps and cosmic rays were discussed. Table 2.3
summarizes the purposes and the challenges of each procedure. The cosmic rays correction
procedure successfully identified and mitigated almost all the cosmic rays artefacts in the
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Table 2.3: A summary of the procedures, which were made to invistigate the relation be-
tween the input signal and the detectors readout, and for flux jumps and cosmic rays cor-
rections, showing the purposes and the challenges of each procedure.
The name The purpose The challenges
Calibration from heater
ramps
Investigate the input-
readout relation, important
to retrieve the input stellar
signal.
Some ramps endure flux
jumps which makes it very
hard correct and obtain a
relation.
Flux jump correction Correct for the flux jumps,
extremely important as a
flux jumps can make the
spectrum unusable.
Many restrictions on the
location of the flux jump,
and no more than two can
be corrected in one inter-
ferogram.
Cosmic ray correction Correct for the cosmic
rays, the counting rate in-
creases with altitude.
Some points might get un-
necessarily corrected.
interferograms. Although the flux jumps correction procedure managed to identify almost
all flux jumps, it succeeded to mitigate roughly about 40% of the flux jumps. Thus we
investigated whether there were implementation aspects that can minimize the frequency of
flux jumps. After discussing the issue with Dr. Bentley, it was found possible to re-bias the
detectors. In the new regime the flux jumps exist in about 18% percent of interferograms,
and the correction procedure is able to correct a bigger fraction of those that still remain.
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Chapter 3
The Spectral Response of SCUBA-2
3.1 Introduction
SCUBA-2 is a wide-field sub-millimetre bolometer camera operating at the James Clerk
Maxwell Telescope, which provides simultaneous images in two filter bands at 450 µm
and 850 µm matched to the high atmospheric transmission ”atmospheric windows”. Figure
3.1 shows the locations of 450 µm and 850 µm bands, which match the regions of high
atmospheric transmission.
Several filters are used to define these two bands, the filters specifications are given in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The filter profiles were measured before their installation in SCUBA-2
(Holland et al., 2013) Figure 3.2 shows the profile of each filter. It should be noted here that
the measurements of these filter profiles were performed individually at room temperature.
However when filters are combined in series, spectral artefacts are often introduced, due to
optical resonant cavities between the filters themselves. Furthermore, it was not possible to
measure these artefacts in the laboratory prior to full assembly and integration of the entire
system.
The characterization of the SCUBA-2 spectral response is necessary, in order to in-
terpret correctly the photometric measurements of astronomical sources observed with
SCUBA-2. Figure 3.3 is an illustrative diagram of the locations of the filters upon in-
stallation with the filters colour coded according to their operating temperatures.
This chapter discusses number of issues, where the next section shows how the FTS-2
measurements were performed, Section 3.4 shows how the data were analysed and com-
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Figure 3.1: The theoretical atmospheric transmission above Mauna Kea for 0.5 mm PWV
produced by BTRAM (Chapman, Naylor, Gom, Querel & Davis-Imhof, Chapman et al.).
The blue and red regions represent the 450 µm and 850 µm bands of high atmospheric trans-
mission.
Figure 3.2: The individual spectral profiles of the optical components within SCUBA-2
(Holland et al., 2013).
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of the filters installed in SCUBA-2 and their operating temperatures;
BP, LP and HP represent band-pass, low-pass and high-pass, respectively (Holland et al.,
2013).
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Table 3.1: Specifications of the SCUBA-2 filters (from the Joint Astronomy Centre JAC).
Filter location Filter name Temperature (K) Pass band (cm−1) Transmission (%)
Window 450 300 21.1−23.5 > 90
850 300 11−12.3 > 90
Behind 300 K window C B0 300 5−30 > 95
Radiation shield outer C B1 60 5−30 > 95
Radiation shield middle C B2b 60 5−30 > 95
Radiation shield inner C B2a 60 5−30 > 95
Helium shield C B3a 4 5−30 > 95
Helium shield C B3b 4 5−40 > 90
Cold stop (outer) C B4a 1 5−40 > 90
Cold stop (inner) C B4b 1 5−40 > 90
Array edges 450 B5 0.1 20− optical > 90
850 B5 0.1 10−16 > 90
Array bandpass 450 BP 0.1 21.1−23.5 > 70
850 BP 0.1 11−12.3 > 70
Table 3.2: Specification of the SCUBA-2 diachronic filter (from the Joint Astronomy Centre
JAC).
Filter name Temperature (K) Reflection Transmission
Frequency (cm−1) Transmission (%) Frequency (cm−1) Transmission (%)
Dichronic 1 19-25 > 90 10-13 > 90
pares the results obtained with the theoretical predictions. Section 3.5 shows how the spec-
tral response is used for correct interpretation of observations performed with SCUBA-2
and FTS-2.
3.2 Determining the Spectral Response of SCUBA-2
FTS-2 was designed in a Mach-Zehnder configuration with full access to its four ports
(two input ports and two output ports) (Naylor et al., 2006). As mentioned in the first
chapter, each output port measures the difference between radiation entering the two input
ports of the interferometer. By placing a black body in each input port, where one black
body has a heating pad attached to it, while the other is left at ambient temperature, the
resulting spectrum at each output port can be combined with the Planck radiation law, to
provide the spectral response of SCUBA-2. The spectrum measured can be expressed as:
O(σ) = F(σ)η [εAB(σ ,TA)− εBB(σ ,TB)]AΩ (W (cm−1)−1) (3.1)
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where F(σ) denotes the spectral response of SCUBA-2 as a function of wavenumber, η is
the system efficiency, εA and εB are the emissivity of the two black bodies, B(σ ,T ) is the
spectral radiance for each black body, one at temperature TA, the other is at TB, and AΩ is
the illuminated area solid angle product. The spectral radiance B(σ ,T ) is expressed by the
Planck function as:
B(σ ,T ) = 2hc2σ3
1
exp[hcσ/kT ]−1 (W sr
−1m−2(cm−1)−1) (3.2)
where, σ is the wavenumber, T is the temperature, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of
light and k is the Boltzmann constant. In the case of an ideal interferometer one observation
is required to identify the spectral response of SCUBA-2. However, because of a lack of
symmetry between the optical paths from the two ports in the interferometer, two observa-
tions are required. In this case, since the interferometer observation provides a differential
measurement between the two ports, thus by taking the difference between two observa-
tions, the input port with a constant temperature black body is cancelled out, removing the
systematic errors within the interferometer. Using Equation 3.1, the two observations can
be expressed by:
O1(σ) = F(σ)η [εAB(σ ,TA1)− εBB(σ ,TB)]AΩ (W (cm−1)−1) (3.3)
O2(σ) = F(σ)η [εAB(σ ,TA2)− εBB(σ ,TB)]AΩ (W (cm−1)−1) (3.4)
TA1 and TA2 are the two temperatures of the heated black body in the two observations.
Taking the difference between both observations gives:
O2(σ)−O1(σ) = F(σ)ηεA[B(σ ,TA2)−B(σ ,TA1)]AΩ (W (cm−1)−1) (3.5)
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As the resulting spectrum is the multiplication between the source spectral index and the
spectral response of SCUBA-2, the spectral response can be obtained by dividing the two
measurements by the difference between the Planck functions with corresponding temper-
atures, as follows:
SRF(σ) =
O2(σ)−O1(σ)
B(σ ,TA2)−B(σ ,TA1)
(3.6)
It should be noted here that, for simplicity the right hand side in Equation 3.6 is normalized
for efficiency, emissivity and the product of the illuminated solid angle (both assumed to be
constant).
3.3 SCUBA-2 bias settings
3.3.1 The first set of observation
Several observations of black body sources were taken, each consisting of three high
resolution (0.0056 cm−1) scans with Nyquist frequency of 50 cm−1 and acquisition time of
34.6 s. In order to simulate black body radiation sheets of Eccosorb were used because of
its high emissivity at these wavelengths (Laird-Technologies). One of the sources was held
at ambient temperature while the temperature of the second was changed, as shown in Table
3.3.
Table 3.3: Observing parameters for the first set of observations, where the black body in
port s8d was held at constant temperature, while the second in port s8c was operated at
different temperatures with an uncertainty of ±0.5 ◦C.
Port 2 (s8c) Port 1 (s8d) No. of scans
Load 26 ◦C
Ambient 11 ◦C 3Load 15.5
◦C
Load 15 ◦C
Load 35.7 ◦C
Load 35.7 ◦C
Ambient 11 ◦C 3Load 36.6
◦C
Load 48.8 ◦C
Load 49.4 ◦C
In these initial observations the presence of a low frequency oscillation in the interfer-
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Figure 3.4: The raw interferogram of the 850 µm band port (C) bolometer (19, 20) showing
the baseline drift/low frequency oscillation, observation s8c20131203−00011−0301.
Figure 3.5: The raw interferogram of the 850 µm band port (C) pixel (25, 22) showing the
presence of a flux jump.
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Figure 3.6: The interferogram of the 850 µm band port (C) bolometer (20, 20), having a
flux jump in the zero path difference region.
ogram is clearly seen (see Figure 3.4). Also in some cases the presence of flux jumps is
observed, as shown in Figure 3.5. In this case, the low frequency oscillation could be miss
interpreted as flux jumps, so the algorithm failed. Hence, in order to overcome this chal-
lenge the interferogram was trimmed to a small range around the ZPD point (−10 cm−1 to
10 cm−1). However, even with this trimming, it cannot eliminate the flux jumps that occur
in the ZPD region, see Figure 3.6.
3.3.2 The second set of observation
Following the analysis of flux jumps discussed above, we had a discussion with Dr. Dan
Bentley in the Joint Astronomy Centre (JAC), an expert in the TES detectors, about the best
way to avoid flux jumps. He suggested that it would be possible to re-bias the detectors, so
that the bolometers do not exhibit as many flux jumps. A second set of observations (shown
in Table 3.4) was taken with the bias setting changed.
It was immediately evident that with re-biasing the settings, most bolometers did not
exhibit flux jumps. However, to asses the improvement in a statistical manner, a compari-
son was made between the power in the fundamental band and the power in the harmonics.
Since flux jumps when they do exist in the ZPD region, give rise to non-linearity fea-
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Table 3.4: Observing parameters for the second set of observations, where the black body
in port s8d was held at constant temperature, while the second in port s8c was operated at
three temperatures with an uncertainty of ±0.5 ◦C
Port 2 (s8c) Port 1 (s8d) No. of scans
Load 16.8 ◦C Ambient 7.7 ◦C 10
Load 25.3 ◦C Ambient 8.1 ◦C 10
Load 34 ◦C Ambient 8.4 ◦C 10
Table 3.5: A statistical comparison between the first and second sets, where scans with no
data are those filled with (NaN; not a number), the bad scans are those with signal-to-noise
ratio less than the threshold (30).
First set Second set
Total number of scans 19200 23040
Scans with no data 7932 (41 %) 8109 (35.2 %)
Bad scans 6191 (32.2 %) 4242 (18.4 %)
Good scans 5077 (26.4 %) 10689 (46.4 %)
tures, which appear as power leakage from the fundamental band to the harmonic bands,
as shown in Chapter 2. Thus the assessment of whether the bolometers in the second set of
observations had non-linearity features, enables one to quantify the amount of bolometers
exhibiting flux jumps. Also a more detailed comparison between both sets of observations
was necessary, in order to probe the effect of re-biasing on the signal-to-noise ratio.
3.3.3 Non-linearity
Non-linearity, as discussed in the previous chapter, occurs when there is a non-linear
relation between the input signal and the detector signal. It appears as power in the har-
monic bands (see Figure 2.2) which decreases the signal within the band in favour of the
harmonic band power. Thus, to investigate the presence of non-linearity, we integrated the
area over one of the harmonic bands (22 cm−1 to 25 cm−1 for the 850 µm) and divide this
by the power within the signal band (11 cm−1 to 25 cm−1). The acceptable range for this
ratio was set to be less than 0.1, based on previous analysis (Jones, 2010). We applied this
algorithm on the bolometers and the statistical results are shown in histograms, Figures 3.7,
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3.8 and 3.9, one for each temperature of the three (16.8 ◦C, 25.3 ◦C and 34 ◦C), showing the
number of bolometers versus the percentage of signal in the harmonic to that of the band.
Figure 3.7: The number of bolometers versus the percentage of the integrals of the area of
the harmonic to that of the band, for temperature 16.8 ◦C.
Figure 3.8: The number of bolometers versus the percentage of the integrals of the area of
the harmonic to that of the band, for temperature 25.3 ◦C.
In this analysis a noisy bolometer will also fail this test and can be mistakenly regarded
as a non-linear bolometer. Another method to specify how many bolometers exhibited non-
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Figure 3.9: The number of bolometers versus the percentage of the integrals of the area of
the harmonic to that of the band, for temperature 34 ◦C.
linearity features was introduced, where the power in the harmonic is compared with that of
a nearby region that is representative of the noise, such that a non-linear bolometer would
have more power in the harmonic band, while for a linear bolometer both regions would be
roughly the same.
Implementing this method, the root mean square of the harmonic was compared to that
of the region from 16 cm−1 to 19 cm−1. Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12 are histograms, one
for each temperature of the three (16.8 ◦C, 25.3 ◦C and 34 ◦C), showing the number of
bolometers versus the ratio between the root mean square of each band. For a bolometer
operating in the linear regime, the ratio should be close to unity.
From Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12, it can be seen that the majority of bolometers do
not exhibit non-linearity features especially in the observations of the black bodies with the
two lowest temperatures. Nonetheless, for the observation where the black body had the
highest temperature (Figure 3.12), it can be seen that the black body is starting to drive
more bolometers non-linear, which is to be expected due to the higher incident power.
An unexpected outcome of these measurements, was that the observations of the lowest
temperature black body were slightly worse than the second observation having the mid-
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Figure 3.10: A histogram showing the ratio between the root mean square of the harmonic
to that of the noise versus the frequency of bolometers for port (C) in the 850 µm band for
temperature 16.8 ◦C.
Figure 3.11: A histogram showing the ratio between the root mean square of the harmonic
to that of the noise versus the frequency of bolometers for port (C) in the 850 µm band for
temperature 25.3 ◦C.
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Figure 3.12: A histogram showing the ratio between the root mean square of the harmonic
to that of the noise versus the frequency of bolometers for port (C) in the 850 µm band for
temperature 34 ◦C.
range temperature.
3.3.4 The signal-to-noise ratio
Although the change in the bias settings of the bolometers eliminated most of the flux
jumps, it was important to compare the signal-to-noise ratio in both cases, because we
wanted to know whether by re-biasing and thus changing the responsivity, the signal-to-
noise ratio would decrease significantly, in other words to quantify the sensitivity loss oc-
curred. The signal was defined to be the maximum within the band, and the noise to be the
root mean square outside the band, in order to enable for the comparison of the signal-to-
noise ratios of the bolometers in both cases of bias settings. Figures 3.13 and 3.14, show
histograms of the signal-to-noise ratio for the old and the new bias settings respectively, for
the 850 µm band port C.
It can be seen in Figure 3.13 and 3.14, in which although the bolometers in the new bias
setting have slightly less responsivity, the signal-to-noise ratio is higher when using the new
bias. This is because with the old settings more bolometers were experiencing flux jumps
in the ZPD region that could not be corrected, thus exhibiting non-linearity characteristics,
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Figure 3.13: A histogram showing the frequency of pixels versus the signal-to-noise ratio,
for the data with the old settings, port (C) the 850 µm band.
Figure 3.14: A histogram showing the frequency of pixels versus the signal-to-noise ratio,
for the data with the new settings, port (C) the 850 µm band.
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decreasing the energy within the band in favour of the harmonic bands making the signal
average across scans lower, which in turn leads to lower signal-to-noise ratio.
3.4 Determining the spectral response function
3.4.1 Procedure
For the reasons described above, a procedure was developed to obtain the spectral re-
sponse function using the second set of observations, which consisted of ten interferograms
recorded for each of the three temperatures, as shown in Table 3.4. this procedure is as
follows:
• Obtain the phase corrected interferogram of each scan. Figure 3.15 shows the signal
near the zero path difference region for a well behaved bolometer (19,17) where the
signal-to-noise ratio is high.
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Figure 3.15: A phase corrected interferogram of the 850 µm band port (C) bolometer (19,
17) near the ZPD region.
• Filter the bad interferograms by applying a filter that excludes the bolometers with
a signal (maximum of the interferogram) to noise (standard deviation between 9 cm
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and 10 cm on each side) ratio less than the threshold, which is 30. Figure 3.16 shows
an example of a bad interferogram in terms of signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure 3.16: An example of a bad interferogram that did not pass the signal-to-noise con-
dition, 850 µm band port (C) bolometer (18, 18).
• Fourier transform each interferogram to obtain the spectrum of each scan, and then
average the spectra for each observation across the scans for each bolometer.
• Calculate the Planck functions for the corresponding temperatures.
• The spectral response function is determined by dividing the differences between
the spectra (shown in Figure 3.17) over that of the corresponding Planck functions
(shown in Figure 3.18), as explained in Equation 3.6. Figure 3.19 shows the spectral
response function for bolometer (19, 22).
In the case where there have been several scans of each black body, it is possible to per-
form the procedure described above, and then filter the spectral response function according
to the signal-to-noise ratio (mean of the spectral filter profile within the band divided by the
standard deviation within the band). Finally, normalize the mean spectral response function
of each bolometer, by dividing the mean over the maximum.
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Figure 3.17: The mean spectrum across different scans for bolometer (19, 22) in the 850 µm
band port (C) for temperature 34 ◦C (red), and the mean spectrum across scans for the same
bolometer for temperature 16.8 ◦C (blue).
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Figure 3.18: The Planck functions for the corresponding temperatures, 34 ◦C (red) and
16.8 ◦C (blue).
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Figure 3.19: The spectral response function of bolometer (19, 22) in the 850 µm band port
(C).
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Figure 3.20: The normalized average spectral response function across the sub array (C) in
the 850 µm band (blue), and the standard deviation (red).
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The average of spectral response function across the sub-array, for all bolometers that
passed the test is shown in Figure 3.20.
3.4.2 Spectral Response Stability
Having developed an algorithm to determine the spectral response function, the next
step was to see whether it varies across the sub-array in any of the four sub-arrays. Unlike
the spectral intensity, which is stronger at the center of the field of view and falls off to the
edges of the sub-array, the spectral response function is expected to be smooth and gradual
across the sub-array. In order to investigate whether a gradient was present across the sub-
array, five regions were defined in each sub-array, one at the centre and one at each corner.
The spectral response function for each bolometer was obtained using the same procedure
for the other three sub-arrays in both bands (s4a, s4b and s8c). After rejecting the bolometer
exhibiting no-linearity, flux jumps or high noise, the total number of bolometers included
in the average for each region in each sub-array, is given in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: A statistical comparison between the first and second sets, where scans with no
data are those filled with (NaN; not a number), the bad scans are those with signal-to-noise
ratio less than the threshold (30).
Region 4A 4B 8C 8D
Total bolometers 589 477 570 503
North-east 19 2 20 8
South-east 20 22 22 15
Northwest 11 22 29 0
South-west 26 27 30 38
Centre 39 21 38 24
Figure 3.21 shows the averages of each region in each sub-array, in which some residual
fringing can be seen. This is not regarded to be a significant concern for the photometric
observations made by SCUBA-2 (Holland et al., 2006).
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Figure 3.21: The average spectral response function for the four SCUBA-2 sub-arrays used
by FTS-2 (thick blue line). Also shown are the SRF as determined from averages of the
sub-regions of each sub-array (thin lines).
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3.4.3 Comparison of the measured SRF with the theoretical predictions
After obtaining the spectral response function, it was important to compare the mea-
sured values with the spectral response function predicted by the linear product of the
spectral transmission of each filter shown in Figure 3.2. Figures 3.22 and 3.23 show the
comparisons between the predicted and the averaged measured spectral response functions,
for each of the two bands 450 µm and 850 µm, respectively.
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Figure 3.22: Comparison between the predicted (solid red) and the measured (dash-dot
green: s4b, dashed blue: s4a) 450 µm spectral response functions.
It can be seen in Figure 3.23, that there is a small shift between the predicted and the
measured spectral response function. It was speculated that the shift might be explained
by the fact the predicted spectral response function is calculated by a linear product of the
transmission measurements of each filter, which were performed at room temperature, not
at cryogenic temperatures. An optimization function was used to find the factor, which
when multiplied by the wavenumber grid, gives the minimum difference between the pre-
dicted and the measured and spectral response functions. It was found that the factor for
the 450 µm is 1.001, while for the 850 µm it is 1.01. Considering that SCUBA-2 has sev-
eral filters, which have been measured individually at room temperature, while the mea-
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Figure 3.23: Comparison between the predicted (solid red) and the measured (dash-dot
green: s8c, dashed blue: s8d) 850 µm spectral response functions.
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between the predicted (solid red) with a shift factor of (1.00147),
and the measured (dash-dot green: s4b, dashed blue: s4a) 450 µm spectral response func-
tions.
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Figure 3.25: Comparison between the predicted (solid red) with a shift factor of (1.01006),
and the measured (dash-dot green: s8c, dashed blue: s8d) 850 µm spectral response func-
tions.
sured combined cryogenic performance is within 0.1 % and 1 % for the 450 µm and 850 µm
bands, respectively, showing an excellent agreement between the expected and the mea-
sured. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show the comparison between the expected and the measured
spectral response functions with the expected one shifted for the 450 µm and 850 µm bands,
respectively.
3.5 Application of the spectral response function
To illustrate how the measured spectral response function can be used, it was applied
to the third temperature measurement, considered as an unknown. Since the 450 µm and
850 µm bands are in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime for the temperatures that we have been
studying, and as long as the responsivity of bolometers is linear. The unknown black body
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temperature can be retrieved by using SRF obtained as
SRF ′(σ) =
O2(σ)−O1(σ)
σ2(T2−T1) , (3.7)
where SRF’(σ) is the spectral response function of wavenumber and contains the efficiency
and the product of the illuminated solid angle (all assumed to be constant because of dealing
with the same port, and independent of wavenumber), O2(σ) and O1(σ) are the observa-
tions of the two blackbodies with temperatures T2 and T1 respectively. Assuming the second
input port is at the same temperature in both observations, the temperature of the black body
temperature, considered an unknown, can be determined by;
T3 =
O3(σ)−O1(σ)
σ2×SRF ′(σ) +T1 (K) (3.8)
Figure 3.26 shows the retrieval of the third temperature after applying Equations 3.7 and 3.8.
It is again clear that, using the spectral response function derived from the same bolometer
produces the temperature with lowest difference between the measured and expected, as
compared with using the averaged spectral response functions over a number of bolometers.
It also indicates that the responsivity of the bolometer is linear and the retrieved temperature
is very close (within ±0.08 K) to the expected temperature, especially taking into account,
the uncertainty of the thermometry and the fact that the ambient temperature of the second
input port varied during the observations (as shown Table 3.4).
Also to find how close the result would be to the Planck function. Figure 3.27 shows
that using the spectral response function derived from the same bolometer gives the best
agreement with the Planck function of the black body, as is to be expected.
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Figure 3.26: Retrieval of the black-body temperature for bolometer (19,22) when using the
SRF derived from the same bolometer (lower spectrum), the average of 2×2 neighbouring
bolometers (second lowest spectrum), the average of 3×3 neighbouring bolometers (third
lowest spectrum) and the average of all the active bolometers (top spectrum). The flat line
shows the actual temperature measured on the black-body heater (25.3 ◦C). Curvature in the
retrieved temperature indicates poor characterization of the SRF. It can be clearly seen that
the more bolometers included in determining SRF, the increasingly further the retrieved
temperature is from the actual one.
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Figure 3.27: A comparison between the application of various spectral response functions
on the observations of bolometer (19,22), where the Planck function is shown in blue, and
the retrieved is in black, which is the division of the observation spectrum by the SRF.
Applying the SRF derived from the same bolometer (top left), the average of 2×2 neigh-
bouring bolometers (top right), the average of 3×3 neighbouring bolometers (bottom left)
and the average of all the active bolometers (bottom right). Superimposed is the Planck
function of the third temperature (TA3). It can be clearly seen that, the more bolometers are
included in determining SRF, the increasingly poorer the fits are to the Planck function.
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3.6 Conclusion
Although the initial bias settings of SCUBA-2 led to a greater number of bolometers
experiencing flux jumps, nevertheless it was still possible to deduce the spectral filter profile
using a limited subset of the data. Tests were then made to decide which settings were better
to be used, according to:
• A statistical comparison of the results.
• The non-linearity characteristics.
• The signal-to-noise ratio.
Based upon the statistical analysis, it was shown that the re-biasing exercise is very benefi-
cial, in terms of the number of bolometers experiencing flux jumps and the signal-to-noise
ratio. For this reason the observations, where SCUBA-2 detectors were biased, were used
to identify the spectral response profile for each sub array with greater accuracy, and in all
subsequent observations with FTS-2 the bolometers were operating in a re-biased mode.
A comparison was made between the calculated spectral response profiles and the room
temperature measurements of the individual filters. A small shift was found between the
spectral response profiles of the 850 µm band and the prior installation measurements,
which might be due to the change in temperature. However taking into account that several
filters were combined, there is an excellent agreement between the predicted values and the
results. Based upon the fact that the spectral response changes across the array, it prefer-
able to use the spectral response of few bolometers rather than the mean across across the
sub-array.
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Chapter 4
FTS-2 Observation of Venus
4.1 Introduction
In order to investigate the on sky performance, during the commissioning of FTS-2, sev-
eral astronomical targets or planetary objects were observed including Venus, Mars, Jupiter
and Uranus. After overcoming the data processing challenges as discussed in Chapter 2,
and obtaining the integrated spectral response function as presented in Chapter 3, we inves-
tigated the spectral information content from Venus. Unfortunately the JCMT was going
through a transition phase to a new ownership, thus data access was limited as the observing
time was at a premium, and the observation of Venus was performed in poor atmospheric
transmission conditions, see Figure 1.3 (C).
As mentioned earlier, SCUBA-2 has 1280 bolometers in each sub-array (see Figures
1.13 and 1.14). However, the diffraction limit of JCMT is about 14′′ for the 850 µm band,
and each bolometer covers around 7′′, to satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion. On the day
of observation (2013/08/14)(JPL) Venus had an angular diameter of 13.4′′, making Venus
an unresolved object illuminating 2× 2 bolometers, as shown in Figure 4.1. This chapter
discusses the results of the analysis of the best bolometer and the best scan of Venus.
Table 4.1: The geocentric positions of the Sun and Venus at 2013/08/14, (Ephemeris).
Object Right Ascension Declination
Sun 9h 35m 03s 14◦ 22′ 19′′
Venus 11h 49m 49s 2◦ 01′ 58′′
Figure 4.2 shows the locations of the inner planets and Earth at 2013/08/14, and Table
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(30, 4) 
 
(0, 34) 
(0, 4) 
Figure 4.1: A portion of the sub-array of port C in the 850 µm band in observation 20130814
scan 001, in which Venus is illuminating four bolometers. The insert shows a zoom of the
four bolometers on Venus, and bolometer (14,26) was chosen because it has high signal.
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Figure 4.2: A diagram of the positions of the inner planets at the day of observation 2013-
08-14, with the sun at the centre (Wolfram—Alpha, 2014).
Figure 4.3: A diagram of the phases of Venus in the heliocentric system (Mcclung, 2003).
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Figure 4.4: The distances and angles between the Sun, Venus and Earth at the time of
observation.
4.1 shows the details of the Sun and Venus positions relative to the Earth at the observation
date, Figure 4.3 shows the phases of Venus along its orbit. By using the geocentric angles
presented in Table 4.1, and assuming that the distance between the Earth and the Sun was 1
AU, it can be calculated that at the time of observation Venus was in the gibbous phase, with
about 70 % of its face illuminated by the sun. The atmospheric PWV at the time of obser-
vation was 1.82 mm (obtained from the WVM), which makes the atmospheric transmission
poor as shown in Figure 4.5.
Nonetheless, the spectral information obtained from this observation can be used to
retrieve the temperature of Venus as will be discussed in Section 4.2. It can also be used
to identify telluric species (through identifying the absorption lines in the spectrum Section
4.3). Having identified the species of the Earth atmosphere, the spectrum can be then further
studied to identify features that are present in the Venusian atmosphere Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: The atmospheric transmission at the observation date obtained by BTRAM
using the PWV given by the WVM, where the PWV was 1.82 mm. The 850 µm band in
blue and the 450 µm band in red
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4.2 Venus temperature
Venus is the second planet from the sun with similarities to Earth in size and mass.
However, Venus is covered by an optically thick atmosphere such that its surface cannot
be seen by observations in the visible band. The thick atmosphere of Venus works like a
greenhouse increasing the temperature of Venus surface to about 735 K, while the pressure
is 93 bar (Basilevsky & Head, 2003).
This section will present how the temperature can be retrieved. From this information,
it is possible to know how deep FTS-2 is observing in the atmosphere, using the relation
between the temperature and the altitude in the Venusian atmosphere, Figure 4.6 shows
how the temperature pressure profiles change with the altitude. The procedure used in the
Figure 4.6: The change in temperature and pressure at different altitudes in the atmosphere
of Venus (Noel, 2012)
previous chapter to retrieve the temperature of a black body, with a temperature considered
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to be unknown, will be used here to retrieve the temperature of the observed portion of the
Venusian atmosphere at these wavelengths.
The flux density of the astronomical source is attenuated, as some of the light is removed
from the beam by scattering or absorption during its path through the Earth’s atmosphere.
The magnitude of attenuation is related to the opacity of the atmosphere, τ , along the line
of sight. The spectral power originally coming from the source, Ov(σ), can be related to
that observed, Oobs(σ), by the equation;
Ov(σ) =
Oobs(σ)
exp[−τ] (W (cm
−1)−1) (4.1)
The transmission in the 850 µm band through the Earth atmosphere is dominated by
the atmospheric water vapour, as mentioned in Section 1.1. The value of tau is determined
through three ways for the JCMT data; First the JCMT-Skydips, which are available as
JCMT data files. Second there is the JCMT WVM, which measures Tau every 6 s and is
pointed along the main beam. Third there is the calculating sky opacities Tau monitor,
which measures the 225 GHz opacity every 10 min. Because the WVM is pointed along the
line of sight, it the one that will be used.
Using the spectral response function obtained by Equation (3.8), which is shown in
Figure 4.7, the temperature of Venus can be calculated using
TV =
OV (σ)
σ2×SRF ′(σ) (K) (4.2)
where OV (σ) is the observation of Venus, which is shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.9 shows the retrieved temperature to be 275.3 K with an uncertainty of±0.5K,
which is the mean temperature within the band. From Figure 4.6, it can be predicted that
FTS-2 is observing to a depth of around 65 km altitude. It should be noted here that the
observation of Venus used was taken with the old bias settings of bolometers (discussed in
the previous chapter), so we had constraints on the number of scans that can be used, and
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Figure 4.7: The normalized spectral response function of bolometer (14, 26) port C in the
850 µm band.
Figure 4.8: The spectrum of Venus obtained from bolometer (14, 26) port C in the 850 µm
band, where the slight imbalance between the ports is the reason that the molecular oxygen
absorption line (at 12.29 cm−1), which is known to be a saturated line, does not reach zero.
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Figure 4.9: Retrieval of Venus temperature for bolometer (14, 26), when using atmospheric
transmission and the SRF derived from the same bolometer, as showed in Equations 4.1 and
4.2 yielding a value of mean temperature (blue) 275.26 K with an uncertainty of ±0.5K,
which by looking at Figure 4.6 this indicates that FTS-2 probes a height in the Venusian
atmosphere of about 65 km. Since the layers above this height are colder, so the species in
higher altitudes will be seen through their absorption lines.
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only one bolometer could be used. For that reason we chose the best bolometer and the best
scan we could find. In order to validate this result, we contacted Dr. Mark Gurwell in the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, who has an entire model of the temperature
profile in Venus, which is used in the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA),
the value of temperature of Venus at the 850 µm band is 276.7 ±0.75 K, which is in a very
good agreement with our result.
4.3 Using Venus to probe the atmosphere of Earth
The last section showed how the spectrum of Venus was obtained using FTS-2, and
how it can be used to retrieve the temperature of Venus, by using the continuum of the
spectrum after dividing it by the spectral instrument response. This section will discuss
how a spectrum of Venus obtained from the interferogram of one bolometer in one scan
can be used to calculate the column abundance of the ozone and the molecular oxygen in
the atmosphere of Earth above Mauna Kea. Having identified species known to exist in
the atmosphere of Earth, attention can focus on what is left and the possibility can also be
used to determine the column abundance of some species in planetary atmosphere, as the
determining of column abundance of CO in the Venusian atmosphere, as shown later on.
4.3.1 Absorption Lines
The Venusian spectrum has been analysed to determine what features arise from Venus,
and what are due to the Earth. The electromagnetic radiation eminent from Venus is com-
posed of a continuum and of a few spectral lines. The continuum is produced from the
optically thick layers in the atmosphere of Venus, from which the temperature of these
layers was retrieved as shown in Section 4.2. On the other hand the spectral lines are ab-
sorption lines, produced by gas at the higher altitude layers in the Venusian atmosphere,
which are optically thin and colder.
When electromagnetic radiation propagates through a medium, the molecules in the
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medium scatter, absorb, and emit electromagnetic radiation. Scattering strongly depends
on radiation wavelength, such that it decreases with increasing wavelength, and since this
thesis is concerned with 450 µm and 850 µm bands, at these wavelengths scattering is not
important and will not be discussed any further. A spectral line is an electromagnetic radi-
ation with a definite frequency. It can be a bright line which is called an emission line, or
it can be a dark line on the continuous spectrum that is called an absorption line. Emission
lines appear when the configuration energy of a molecule changes from an energy state to
a lower one, this difference of energy is radiated away giving an electromagnetic radiation
with a definite frequency. Absorption lines appear when an absorbing material is placed
between the source and the observer, Figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: An illustration of the process leading to the presence of absorption lines
A molecule, in the absorbing material, absorbs a photon from electromagnetic radiation
coming from the source. After absorbing the photon, the molecule is excited from one
energy level to a higher one, where the transition energy is equal to that of the photon,
see Figure 4.11 for an illustration of the process of molecular excitation. In our case the
absorbing material lies in the atmospheres of the Earth and Venus.
Since the excitation energy between the energy levels is different for each molecule,
each one has unique photon energies (thus frequencies) that it can absorb, thus the absorp-
tion lines of a molecule are unique and can be used to identify the molecule. That is why
studying the absorption lines is important as it enables us to determine the molecules that
exist in the absorbing material, in this case the atmospheres of the Earth and Venus.
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Figure 4.11: A diagram of a photon absorbed by a molecule, the molecule gets excited from
energy level E1 to E2.
Figure 4.12: A diagram of the absorption of light, when passing through an absorbing
material, where, n, is the number density of the absorbing molecule (in molecules cm−3),
dz is the thickness of the layer (in cm), both can be related to the column density, u, as
u= ndz, and kσ is the absorption coefficient (in cm2 molecules−1)
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The absorbed spectral power of the electromagnetic radiation can be calculated as
dI =−I0kσu, (W (cm−1)−1) (4.3)
where kσ is the absorption coefficient, at wavenumber σ , in cm2molecule−1, u is the ab-
sorber column density in molecules cm−2 (Houghton, 2002). In Equation 4.3 the trans-
mission of spectral power depends on kσ , which is related to the spectral line strength by
kσ = ST0,P0 f (σ −σ0), (cm2/molecules) (4.4)
where S is the spectral line strength in cm−1molecules−1 (cm−2)−1 (at temperature T0 =
296 K and pressure P0 = 1013 mbar) (Houghton, 1986). The spectral line strength is a
fundamental property of the absorbing material, and is tabulated in HITRAN (Rothman
et al., 2013), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Pickett et al., 1998) and Gestion et Etude des
Informations Spectroscopiques Atmosphriques (GEISA) (Jacquinet-Husson et al., 1998)
data bases, but it has to be corrected for the temperature of the absorbing material, as will
be seen in the next section, f (σ −σ0) is the normalized line shape and it is associated with
the half width at half maximum, which depends on the temperature and pressure of the
material, as the spectral line strength, the HWHM is tabulated in HITRAN and JPL for T0
and P0.
From Equations 4.3 and 4.4, the absorption of radiation depends on the spectral line
strength, the HWHM, the temperature and pressure of the absorbing material, and the ab-
sorber column density. Thus by calculating the absorbed spectral power and the other
conditions, we can obtain the column density of the different molecules in the material, as
we will discuss in the next section the calculation of the column abundances of ozone and
molecular oxygen in the atmosphere of Earth.
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4.3.2 Ozone and molecular oxygen column abundance in the atmosphere
In order to measure the column abundance, first we need to calculate the absorbed
spectral power in the absorption line, which is obtained by the equivalent width.
Figure 4.13: A diagram show how the equivalent width is found, where the area of the
rectangle is equal to that of the line profile (Rieke, 2002)
The equivalent width of a spectral line is a measure of the strength of a spectral line in
the spectrum, found by forming a rectangle with a height equal to the continuum, as shown
in Figure 4.13. The equivalent width is the width of the rectangle that gives the area of the
rectangle to be equal to that of the spectral line.
Ozone has several absorption lines within the range of the spectrum 11.22 cm−1 to
12.395 cm−1. The equivalent width along with the spectral strength and the half width
at half maximum of each line, can be used to determine the column abundance of ozone.
The ozone absorption lines were chosen for analysis according to their strength. Eleven
lines were chosen, whose spectral lines, S0 (at T0 and P0 see Table 4.3) are higher than
3.2×10−23 cm molecules−1, because of the low quality of the spectrum, as it is from one
bolometer in one scan with a poor atmosphere transmission conditions, as shown in Figure
4.5.
After obtaining the Venus spectrum shown in Figure 4.14, the baseline of the spectrum
was brought to zero by subtracting the minimum value of the molecular oxygen absorption
line, as it is supposed to be a saturated line.
The equivalent width was calculated using an IDL code written by Brad Gom, and here
we will show how to calculate one of the ozone absorption lines (at 12.157 cm−1), as Figure
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Figure 4.14: The spectrum of Venus obtained from bolometer (14,26) port C in the 850 µm
band, the baseline was brought to zero and then the spectrum was normalized.
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4.15 shows, the code introduces a fitted polynomial to be regarded as the continuum of the
Figure 4.15: Using FTfitter gui, an IDL program written by Brad Gom, to measure the
equivalent width of spectral lines, and here we show how it works on the ozone line at
12.157 cm−1, where the blue line denotes the centre of the line, the red line is the contin-
uum, the black is the spectrum, and the green is fitted to the absorption line.
spectrum, then by choosing an absorption line, it calculates the area of the absorption line
with respect to the continuum (which is given here as 1.3×10−3), thus the equivalent width
is the result of dividing the area by the height of the continuum at the absorption line giving
an equivalent width of (1.6 ±0.1 ×10−3 cm−1).
The column abundance of ozone (with the assumption it is a weak line) can be calculated
as;
u=
Aeq
ST,PMa
(molecules cm−2) (4.5)
where u denotes the vertical column abundance, Aeq denotes the equivalent width, ST,P
denotes the spectral line strength corrected, for the temperature and stimulated emission,
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Table 4.2: The m values for some molecular species (Chapman, 2003)
Molecular species m values
O3 1.5
O2 1
CO 1
CO2 1
H2O 1.5
N2O 1
CH4 1.5
of ozone and Ma denotes the air mass, which is known for the observation. Equation 4.5
shows how the corrected spectral line strength can be calculated (Rothman et al., 2013),
ST,P = S0
(
T0
T
)m( σ
σ0
)( 1− exp[−hcσkBT ]
1− exp[−hcσ0kBT0 ]
)(
1+ exp[−hcσ0kBT0 ]
1+ exp[−hcσkBT ]
)(
exp[ −EkB1T ]
exp[ −EkB1T0 ]
)
(cm/molecules) (4.6)
where S0 is the spectral line strength at T0 = 296K and 1013 mbar pressure, T is the as-
sumed temperature, σ and σ0 are the line wavenumber as observed and the original line
wavenumber respectively, h is the Planck constant in J · s, c is the speed of light in cm · s−1,
kB is Boltzmann constant in J ·K−1, E is the energy in cm−1 of the lower level of the transi-
tion and kB1 is Boltzmann constant in cm−1 ·K−1. The value of m depends on the molecular
species, the m values for some molecular species are given in Table 4.2.
The BTRAM, which gave the relation between altitude, pressure and temperature above
Mauna Kea, was used to generate a tropical atmospheric transmission model. In this
model the ozone temperature was assumed to be T = 236 K, according to the tempera-
ture of the layer with the highest ozone column abundance (at 30 km altitude). The spec-
tral line strength of the ozone line at 12.157 cm−1 was found to be S0 = 1.45× 10−22 cm
molecules−1 using HITRAN database. Thus using Equation 4.6 the corrected spectral line
strength for the (12.157 cm−1) is ST,P= 2.21×10−22 cm molecules−1. By working through
the above steps for all the eleven chosen ozone lines, it is possible to establish a relation
between the equavalent width and the corrected spectral line strength. Table 4.3 shows the
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Table 4.3: The values of the properties of the ozone lines, where the spectral line strength,
energy of the lower level of transition and HWHM obtained from HITRAN, the equivalent
width is calculated using FTfitter, and the spectral line strength corrected for the tempera-
ture and pressure of ozone using Equation 4.6 (Rothman et al., 2013).
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12.234 9.7 11.4 313.120 0.075 6.17±1
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details of every one of the eleven absorption lines of ozone, and in Figure 4.16 shows the
positions of the ozone lines on the spectrum of Venus.
The relation between the equivalent width and the corrected spectral line strength can
be established, see Figure 4.17. By dividing the slope over the air mass, which is 1.06, the
vertical column abundance of ozone can be given as u= l/Ma = 7.9 ±0.5 ×1018 cm−2.
In an attempt to validate the result, we contacted Dr. Richard Querel in University of
New Zeeland, who has access to the data sets of the OMPS satellite (Flynn et al., 2004),
which is the daily ozone column estimate for a 1× 1 degree area at latitude 19.5◦, longi-
tude −155.5◦, the value of the ozone column abundance at 2013/08/14 was 7.67× 1018
cm−2.The determined value using FTS-2 with one bolometer shows excellent agreement
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Figure 4.16: The spectrum of Venus from bolometer (14,26). The vertical lines show ab-
sorption lines of ozone included in this analysis
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Figure 4.17: The relation between the equivalent width of each of the absorption lines of
ozone as calculated using FTfitter gui and the corrected spectral line strength calculated by
Equation 4.2 using HITRAN database and BTRAM. A line is fitted to the data points with
a slope of l = 8.3 ±0.5 ×1018 cm−2 molecules, and intersects the y axis at −2.2 ±0.6 ×
10−4 cm−1.
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with that obtained from OMPS, and this shows the vast improvement in sensitivity of
SCUBA-2, since the determination of the column abundance of ozone was previously per-
formed using the observations of the sun.
Figure 4.18: The daily ozone column estimate for a 1 x 1 degree area (at Latitude 19.5◦,
Longitude −155.5◦. Taken from the OMPS data set.
The same method was used to obtain the vertical column abundance of molecular oxy-
gen in the Earth’s atmosphere. Thus using the FTfitter code to obtain the equivalent width of
the molecular oxygen absorption line at 12.29 cm−1, the equivalent width was found to be
0.07 cm−1 ±5×10−3 cm−1. From HITRAN database spectral line strength is 2.3×10−26
cm molecules−1 and the half width at half maximum is 0.047 cm−1 atm−1 at 296 K and
1 atm pressure, while the energy of lower level of transition is 3.96 cm−1. Using Curtis
Godson approximation, in which we take the mean of the pressure of the lower bound and
the higher bound to be the assumed pressure, where we assume that molecular oxygen is
in a hydrostatic equilibrium (Houghton, 2002). Since the lower pressure bound is zero
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and the higher bound is (at the telescope, and obtained from the header of the observation)
625 mbar, the pressure is assumed to be 312.5 mbar and using BTRAM, see Figure 4.19,
it was found that for tropical regions the temperature is 241 K at pressure 312.5 mbar. Us-
Figure 4.19: The relation between temperature and pressure of the Earth atmosphere in the
tropical regions, the data were obtained using BTRAM.
ing Equation 4.6, the corrected spectral line strength is 3.48× 10−26 cm/molecules. The
half width at half maximum can be corrected for the temperature and pressure of molecular
oxygen as (Rothman et al., 1998)
α = αre f
(
P
P0
)(
T0
T
)m
(cm−1 atm) (4.7)
where α and α0 are the corrected and the reference half width at half maximum respectively,
P and P0 are the assumed pressure and the reference pressure respectively, while T and T0
are the assumed temperature and the reference temperature respectively. From Equation
4.7, α , is calculated to be 0.018 cm−1 atm. Assuming the molecular oxygen absorption
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line is a strong line, the column abundance of molecular oxygen along the line of sight can
be calculated as:
u=
A2eq
4ST,Pα
(molecules cm−2) (4.8)
dividing u by the air mass to determine the vertical column abundance of molecular oxy-
gen, which gives 1.9 ±0.2 ×1024 molecules cm−2. While the order of magnitude in our
result agree with the theoretical column abundance of molecular oxygen, which is 4×1024
molecules cm−2 (Seinfeld & Pandis, 2012), we believe the discrepancy is due to the fact
that the line at 12.29 cm−1 is close to the edge of the band, where the transmission of the
filter is rapidly dropping (Figure 4.7). Thus the equivalent width calculated for the line
should have been larger, which in turn will increase the column abundance by the Equation
4.8.
4.4 Venus absorption lines
4.4.1 Introduction
The atmosphere of Venus is optically thick acting as a greenhouse, there is also a high
speed circulation up to about 100 m/s, such that the atmosphere circles the planet in just four
Earth days, however, the wind speed decreases in lower altitudes. The atmosphere of Venus
can be divided into three sections: lower atmosphere (troposphere), middle atmosphere,
upper atmosphere and ionosphere, see Figure 4.20. The atmosphere of Venus is composed
mainly of carbon dioxide (96%) and nitrogen (3.5%) (Svedhem et al., 2007). As shown in
Section 4.2 the altitude that FTS-2 is predicted to be observing is around 65 km, which is
the altitude of the middle and lower atmospheres, so the main cloud layers and the middle
atmosphere will be discussed in more details. The main cloud layers extend from altitude
slightly less than 50 km to about 70 km, the middle atmosphere is a thin haze extending to
about 90 km altitude and it is thicker near the poles. As shown in Figure 4.20, the main
cloud region is formed of three layers, where the clouds are composed mainly of sulfuric
species (Esposito et al., 1983). Figure 4.21 shows the composition of the principle sulphur-
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Figure 4.20: The middle and lower atmospheres of Venus.
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bearing species.
Figure 4.21: The composition of sulfuric species in the atmosphere of Venus (Zhang et al.,
2012)
After having identified the species of the Earth atmosphere, the spectrum can be further
studied to identify features that must arise in the atmosphere of Venus. In order to identify
the molecules in the atmosphere of Venus, the frequencies of the absorption lines should
be determined, so any Doppler effects that exist due to the relative motion between Venus
and Earth should be addressed. Thus, to examine whether the Doppler shift of Venus is
large enough to have to be accounted for, the relative velocity between the Earth and Venus
on the time of observation should be calculated, because it is responsible for the Doppler
shift. When the bodies are approaching, the Doppler effect shifts the spectral information
towards blue (higher frequencies), while if the bodies are moving apart from each other the
spectral information is shifted towards red (lower frequencies), the change in the frequency
between the observed and the original frequency is given by (Kutner, 2003).
∆ f =
v
c
f0 (Hz) (4.9)
where ∆ f is the change in frequency, v denotes the relative velocity, c is the speed of light
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in the vacuum and f0 is the original frequency. By using the geocentric positions of the Sun
and Venus at the time of observation shown in Table 4.1, and assume the distance between
the Earth and Sun is 1 AU. It is possible to calculate the relative velocity of Venus with
reference to Earth at the time of observations, see Figure 4.4.
The relative velocity of Venus with reference to Earth is v= 10.4 km/s, using Equation
4.9 this relative velocity gives, ∆ f of 0.012 GHz, that is smaller than the resolution of FTS-
2, thus the effect of the Doppler shift can be disregarded.
4.4.2 Absorption features of Venus
Using Venus spectrum, some absorption features were identified other than the telluric
absorption lines and then were compared to the molecules shown in Figure 4.21, in order to
search for a match. Figure 4.22 shows the details of the identified absorption lines from the
spectrum, and the absorption lines of five molecules; HDO, SO2, CO, SO and S2O, which
are the molecules that are expected to show in the spectrum.
Figure 4.23 shows the ozone and the theoretical locations of the absorption lines of
molecules, SO2, CO, SO, and S2O, whose lines were found to fall on what are thought
to be absorption lines in the spectrum. Although, as seen in Figure 4.23, absorption lines
of S2O match absorption features in the retrieved spectrum of Venus, it is still an open
discussion whether these are coming from S2O existing in the Venusian atmosphere, as the
column density of S2O in Venus is 2×1015 cm−2 (Mills et al., 2007), or it is coming from
the Earth’s atmosphere as there is a volcano near Mauna Kea, which might be responsible
for the presence of S2O absorption lines.
After identifying the features from the Earth’s atmosphere, attempts were made to iden-
tify species that might present in Venus. The next section follows the same methodology to
calculate the column abundance of CO from its absorption line at 11.53 cm−1.
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Figure 4.22: The details of the observed absorption lines and the theoretical absorption
lines of five molecules (Rothman et al., 2013).
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Figure 4.23: The retrieved Venus spectrum (red) normalized to the Earth atmospheric trans-
mission profile (black). The vertical lines are the absorption lines of S2O, ozone, SO2, SO
and CO, which are thought to match what is seen as absorption lines in the retrieved Venus
spectrum of bolometer (14, 26).
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Table 4.4: The values of the properties of CO line at 11.53 cm−1 at T0 and P0
The property The value
Spectral line strength (S0) 8.28×10−23 cm molecules−1
HWHM (α0) 0.071 cm−1 atm−1
Energy of lower level E 11.535 cm−1
4.4.3 Carbon monoxide in the Venusian atmosphere
The carbon monoxide column abundance in the atmosphere of Venus can be calculated
using the method shown earlier in determining the ozone and molecular oxygen column
abundances in the atmosphere. First, the properties of the absorption line of CO must be
obtained from HITRAN, see Table 4.4. Assuming the temperature of CO in the atmosphere
of Venus is 160 K (at am altitude of 100 km at solar zenith angle of 60 degrees (Bougher
et al., 1986), and the pressure is assumed to be 0.05 mbar (Clancy et al., 2003). Using
Equations (4.6 and 4.7), to correct the spectral line strength and the half width at half
maximum for temperature and pressure of CO in Venus gives, 2.7×10−22 cm molecules−1
for spectral line strength and 1.3×10−6 cm−1 atm−1 for the half width at half maximum.
Then it was required in order to know whether the strong line or the weak line assumption
should be used, the value, where if it is greater than the column abundance, then it is a weak
line regime, and if the column abundance is greater it is a strong line regime. In the weak
line regime the relation between equivalent width and the column abundance is given by
Equation 4.5 while in the strong line regime the relation is given by Equation 4.8, so there
is a critical point where
4α
ST,P
= 9.6×1016 (molecules cm−2) (4.10)
The column abundance of carbon monoxide is 2.8× 1020 cm−2 (Yung & DeMore,
1982), thus the CO line at 11.53 cm−1 is in the strong line regime and the strong line
assumption can be applied. Using FTfitter to obtain the equivalent width, see Figure 4.24,
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Figure 4.24: Using FTfitter gui, an IDL program written by Brad Gom, to measure the
equivalent width of spectral lines, and here we show how it is used on the carbon monox-
ide line, where the blue line denotes the centre of the absorption line, the red line is the
continuum, the black is the spectrum, and the green is fitted to the absorption line
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the equivalent width is 1.2 ± 0.08 × 10−3 cm−1, using Equation 4.8, the column abun-
dance of CO was found to be 1.9 ±0.3 ×1020 molecules cm−2, which agrees with values
predicted by the model, taking into account that 30% of Venus facing the Earth was at night
and the CO abundance varies by a factor of 2 to 4 (Clancy, 1983).
Although we had access to limited data from one bolometer, which only sampled a
quarter of the energy coming from Venus, with a 30 s observation of Venus in a gibbous
phase during poor atmospheric conditions, we were able to validate the amount of ozone in
the Earth’s atmosphere, which only previously has been obtained using an observation of
the sun. In addition, we also obtained the column abundance of molecular oxygen with a
reasonable agreement to the accepted column abundance. Furthermore, this section showed
how to determine the CO column abundance in the Venusian atmosphere, with a promise of
determining the abundance of other species in other planetary atmospheres, and construct-
ing models of species abundances and mixing ratios.
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Conclusion and Future Work
Despite that over half the energy emitted by the universe falls in the far infra-red spectral
range, and the fact that sub-millimetre astronomy provides a wealth of information about
the process of star formation in the molecular clouds, sub-millimetre astronomy remains a
relatively new field. Due to two principle challenges; first, the generally low transmittance
of the atmosphere of Earth, second, the complexity of instrumentation.
This thesis has presented preliminary results obtained from the commissioning of FTS-
2, as a Fourier transform spectrometer designed to work in conjunction with the next gen-
eration bolometric camera of SCUBA-2. This represents the first time a Fourier trans-
form spectrometer has been coupled with TES bolometers and, as often with applying
new technology, a number of unforeseen challenges were encountered, which had to be
accounted for.
Unfortunately the JCMT was going through a transition phase to a new ownership,
thus data access was limited as the observing time was at a premium. Nonetheless, we
were able to identify the key issues and propose potential solutions, and despite having
limited data, we were able to obtain an observation of Venus under poor conditions with
non-optimal settings. However, by studying one bolometer we have been able to identify
the temperature of Venus from fitting to the continuum spectrum, and the abundance of the
carbon monoxide in the Venusian atmosphere by its absorption line, for the first time using
a ground-based Fourier transform spectrometer. We were also able to use the observation
of one planet to validate the column abundance of ozone in the atmosphere of Earth. The
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quality of the data from a single bolometer, from the thousands that are available, exceeds
that of previous measurements of the column abundance of ozone, using a single bolometer
observing the sun (Naylor et al., 1981). This simple comparison shows the potential of
imaging spectroscopic measurements using FTS-2 and SCUBA-2.
5.1 Future work
This thesis will act as a reference framework for the next steps of the commissioning of
FTS-2. In this thesis, we have shown that the flux jumps are the most significant challenge.
While it has been shown their occurrence has been reduced through biasing the settings
of SCUBA-2 bolometers, the situation can be further improved by optimizing the bias set-
tings. Furthermore, second area that will be addressed, in the coming months, is the slight
imbalance between the input ports of FTS-2. Recently, a process is in place for transferring
the JCMT to the University of Hawaii ownership on 31st January 2015, at which point it
will be operated by a new entity called the East Asian Observatory, who have expressed an
interest in completing the commissioning of FTS-2. The work presented in this thesis will
provide the baseline for the continued commissioning of the spectrometer.
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Appendix A
Physical constants
Some physical constant The value The units
Planck constant (h) 6.626×10−34 J · s
Speed of light (c) 2.998×1010 cm · s−1
Dirac constant (h¯) 1.055×10−34 J · s
Boltzmann constant (k) 1.381×10−23 J ·K−1
0.695 cm−1K−1
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